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This is an excerpt from the Handbook of Artificial Intelligence, a compendium of hundreds of articles about AI ideas, techniques, and programs being prepared at Stanford University by AI researchers and students from across the country. In addition to articles describing the specifics of various AI programming methods, the Handbook contains dozens of overview articles like this one, which attempt to give historical and scientific perspective to work in the different areas of AI research.

This article is from the Handbook chapter on Natural Language Understanding. Cross-references to other articles in the handbook have been removed—terms discussed in more detail elsewhere are italicized. Many people have contributed to this chapter, including especially Anne Gardner, James Davidson, and Terry Winograd. Avron Barr and Edward A. Feigenbaum are the Handbook's general editors.

The most common way that people communicate is by speaking or writing in one of the "natural" languages, like English, French, or Chinese. Computer programming languages, on the other hand, seem awkward to humans. These "artificial" languages are designed so that sentences have a rigid format, or syntax, making it easier for compilers to parse a program and convert it into the proper sequence of computer instructions. Besides being structurally simpler than natural languages, programming languages can express easily only those concepts that are important in programming: "Do this, then do that," "See whether such and such is true," etc. The things that can be meant by expressions in a language are referred to as the semantics of the language.

The research described in this chapter of the Handbook concerns the development of computer programs that try to deal with the full range of meaning of languages like English. If computers could understand what people mean when typing (or speaking) English sentences, they would be easier to use and would fit more naturally into people's lives. Furthermore, artificial intelligence (AI) researchers hope that learning how to build computers that can communicate as people do will extend our understanding of the nature of language and of the mind.

So far, programs have been written that are quite successful at processing somewhat constrained input: the user is limited in either the structural variation of his sentences (syntax constrained by an artificial grammar) or in the number of things he can "mean" (in domains with constrained semantics). Some of these systems are adequate and are available commercially. But the fluent use of language as humans use it is still elusive, and natural language (NL) understanding is an active area of research in AI.

This article presents a brief sketch of the history of natural language processing research and an idea of the current state
of the art. The other articles in the NL chapter of the Handbook include a historical sketch of machine translation from one language to another, which was the subject of the very earliest ideas about processing language with computers; technical articles on some of the grammars and parsing techniques that AI researchers have used in their programs; and an article on text generation, the creation of sentences by the program. Finally, there are several articles describing the NL programs themselves: the early systems of the 1960s and the major research projects of the last decade, including Wilks’s machine translation system, Winograd’s SHRDLU, Woods’s LUNAR, Schank’s MARGIE, SAM, and PAM, and Hendrix’s LIFE.

Two other chapters of the Handbook are especially relevant to NL research. Speech understanding research attempts to build computer interfaces that understand spoken language. In the 1970s, speech and natural language understanding research were often closely linked. Increasingly inseparable from NL research is the study of knowledge representation, because AI researchers have come to believe that a very large amount of knowledge about the world is needed to understand even simple dialogues. AI research in the representation of knowledge explores ways of making this world knowledge accessible to the computer program by building “representational” data structures in the machine’s memory.

Early History

Research in computational linguistics, the use of computers in the study of language, started soon after computers became available in the 1940s (Bott 1970). The machine’s ability to manipulate symbols was readily used on written text to compile word indexes (lists of word occurrences) and concordances (indexes including a line of context for each occurrence). Such surface-level machine processing of text was of some value in linguistic research, but it soon became apparent that the computer could perform much more powerful linguistic functions than merely counting and rearranging data.

In 1949, Warren Weaver proposed that computers might be useful for “the solution of world-wide translation problems.” The resulting research effort, called machine translation, attempted to simulate with a computer the presumed functions of a human translator: looking up each word in a bilingual dictionary, choosing an equivalent word in the output language; and, after processing each sentence in this way, arranging the resulting string of words to fit the output language’s word order.

Despite the attractive simplicity of the idea, many unforeseen problems arose, both in selecting appropriate word equivalences and in arranging them to produce a sentence in the output language. The concept of translating by replacing words with their equivalents and then fixing up the word order was abandoned. In its place, eventually, “understanding” became the focus of AI research in language—if the machine could actually understand the “meaning” of a sentence, it could presumably translate it into another language, answer questions about it, or paraphrase it. But the nature of understanding is itself a difficult problem. New AI approaches to natural language processing were influenced by many scientific developments of the 1960s, including “high-level” programming languages and list processing, vastly expanded computer power and memory capacity, and Chomsky’s breakthroughs in linguistic theory.

In the 1960s, researchers developed a new group of computer programs, attempting to deal with some of the issues that had thwarted machine translation efforts. These early natural language programs mark the beginning of artificial intelligence work in understanding language. They begin to view human language as a complex cognitive ability involving knowledge of different kinds: the structure of sentences, the meaning of words, a model of the listener, the rules of conversation, and an extensive shared body of general information about the world. The current AI approach has been to model human language as a knowledge-based system for processing communications and to create computer programs that serve as working models of such a system.

AI researchers in natural language processing expect their work to lead both to the development of practical, useful language understanding systems and to a better understanding of language and the nature of intelligence. The computer, like the human mind, has the ability to manipulate symbols in complex processes, including processes that involve decision making based on stored knowledge. It is an assumption of the field that the human use of language is a cognitive process of this sort. By developing and testing computer-based models of language processing that approximate human performance, researchers hope to understand better how human language works.

Approaches to NL Processing

Natural language research projects have had diverse emphases and have used diverse methods, making their classification difficult. One coherent scheme, borrowed from Winograd (1972), groups natural language programs according to how they represent and use knowledge of their subject matter. On this basis, natural language programs can be divided into four historical categories.

The earliest natural language programs sought to achieve only limited results in specific, constrained domains. These programs, like Green’s BASEBALL, Lindsay’s SAD-SAM, Bobrow’s STUDENT, and Weizenbaum’s ELIZA, used ad hoc data structures to store facts about a limited domain. Input sentences were restricted to simple declarative and interrogative forms and were scanned by the programs for predeclared key words or patterns which indicated known objects and relationships. Domain-specific rules, called heuristics, were used to derive the required response from the key words in the sentence and the knowledge in the database. Because their domains of discourse were so restricted, these early systems were able to ignore many of the complexities of language and achieve sometimes impressive question-answering results. (Weizenbaum, 1976, argues that to the
Another early approach to NL processing was tried in PROTOSYNTHETEX-I (Simmons et al. 1966) and Semantic Memory (Quillian 1968). These systems essentially stored a representation of the text itself in their databases, using a variety of clever indexing schemes to retrieve material containing specific words or phrases. In this text-based approach, the systems were not tied by their construction to a specific domain, since the textual database could cover any subject. However, they were still severely restricted in the sense that they could only respond with material that had been pre-stored explicitly. Though more general than their predecessors, these programs still failed to notice even obvious implications of the sentences in the database because they did not deal with the meaning of the English language input—they had no deductive powers.

To approach the problem of how to characterize and use the meaning of sentences, a third group of programs was developed during the mid-1960s. In these limited-logic systems, including Raphael’s SIR, Quillian’s TLC, Thompson’s DEACON, and Kellogg’s CONVERSE, the information in the database was stored in some formal notation and mechanisms were provided for translating input sentences into this internal form (semantic analysis). The formal notation was an attempt to liberate the informational content of the input from the structure of English. The overall goal of these systems was to perform inferences on the database in order to find answers to questions that were not stored explicitly in the database. For instance, if a system has been told that “Fido is a collie,” and that “All collies are dogs,” then it should be able to answer the question, “Is Fido a dog?” The systems of this period were “limited” in the sense that the deductions they could make were only a subset of the full range of logical inferences used in ordinary conversation.

The fourth group of natural language understanding programs might be called knowledge-based systems; their development if closely intertwined with AI research on the representation of knowledge. The programs use a large amount of information about the domain under discussion to help understand sentences—knowledge that is stored within the program using a representation scheme like first order logic, procedural semantics, semantic networks, or frames. But before discussing these knowledge-based systems of the 1970s, we should first mention an important development in the study of language during the preceding decade which strongly influenced their design.

Grammars and Parsing

A grammar of a language is a scheme for specifying the sentences allowed in the language, indicating the syntactic rules for combining words into well-formed phrases and clauses. The theory of generative grammar introduced by Chomsky (1957) radically influenced all linguistic research, including AI work in computational linguistics. In natural language processing programs, the grammar is used in parsing to “pick apart” the sentences in the input to the program to help determine their meaning and thus an appropriate response. Several very different types of grammars have been used in NL programs, including phrase structure grammars, transformational grammars, case grammars, and semantic grammars.

Parsing is the “delinearization” of linguistic input, that is, the use of grammatical rules and other sources of knowledge to determine the functions of the words in the input sentence in order to create a data structure, like a derivation tree, that can be used to get at the “meaning” of the sentence. All natural language processing computer systems contain a parsing component of some sort, but those of the early NL programs were based on key words expected in the input or were constrained to quite limited phrase structures. The practical application of grammars to the full range of natural language has proven difficult.

The design of a parser is a complex problem, both in theory and implementation. The first part of the design concerns the specification of the grammar to be used. The rest of the parsing system is concerned with the method of use of the grammar, that is, the manner in which strings of words are matched against patterns of the grammar. These considerations run into many of the general questions of computer science and artificial intelligence concerning process control and manipulation of representational data structures (See, for example, Marcus’s recent PARSIFAL system).

Knowledge-based NL Systems

In the early 1970s, two systems were built that attempted to deal with both syntactic and semantic aspects of language processing in a comprehensive way. William Woods’s LUNAR program answered questions about the samples of rock brought back from the moon, using a large database provided by the National Aeronautics and Space Agency. It was one of the first programs to attack the problems of English grammar, using an augmented transition network parser. It used a notion of procedural semantics in which queries were first converted in a systematic way into a “program” to be executed by the retrieval component. Terry Winograd’s SHRDLU system carried on a dialogue with a user in which the system simulated a robot manipulating a set of simple objects on a table top. The naturalness of the dialogue, as well as SHRDLU’s apparent reasoning ability, made it particularly influential in the development of AI ideas about natural language processing. These two systems integrate syntactic and semantic analysis with a body of world knowledge about a limited domain, enabling them to deal with more sophisticated aspects of language and discourse than had previously been possible.

Central to these two systems is the idea of representing knowledge about the world as procedures within the system. The meanings of words and sentences were expressed as programs in a computer language, and the execution of these programs corresponded to reasoning from the meanings. Direct procedural representations are often the most straightforward way to implement the specific reasoning steps.
needed for a natural language system. Most of the actual working systems that have been developed have made heavy use of specialized procedural representations, to fill in those places where the more declarative representation schemes—that those where the “knowledge” is encoded in passive data structures that are interpreted by other procedures—are insufficient. (The procedural/declarative controversy was at one time an important focus in the development of AI. See Winograd, 1975.)

Perhaps the most influential declarative representation schemes were logic and semantic networks. Semantic networks were first proposed by Quillian (1968) as a model for human associative memory. They used the concepts of graph theory, representing words and meanings as a set of linked nodes implemented as data structures in the computer program. By using a systematic set of link types, Quilliam was able to program simple operations (such as following chains of links) that corresponded to drawing inferences. The advantage of semantic networks over standard logic is that some selected set of the possible inferences can be made in a specialized and efficient way. If these correspond to the inferences that people make naturally, then the system will be able to do a more natural sort of reasoning than can be easily achieved using formal logical deduction. Semantic networks have been the basis for representation of the knowledge in a number of systems, including most of the speech understanding systems (Lea 1979).

Case representations extend the basic notions of semantic nets with the idea of a case frame, a cluster of the properties of an object or event into a single concept. There have been a large number of variations on this notion, some of which remain close to the linguistic forms. Others, such as conceptual dependency, are based on the notion of semantic primitives, the construction of all semantic notions from a small set of “primitive” concepts. Conceptual dependency representation was developed by Roger Schank and his colleagues and used in their NL systems, MARGIE and SAM (Schank 1975; Schank and Abelson 1977).

As with semantic networks, the advantage of case representations lies in their focus on grouping relevant sets of relationships into single data structures. The idea of clustering structures in a coherent and efficient way has been carried much further in representation schemes based on the notion of a frame (Minsky 1975). Where case representations deal primarily with single sentences or acts, frames are applied to whole situations, complex objects, or series of events. In analyzing a sentence, narrative, or dialogue, a frame-based language understanding system tries to match the input to the prototypes of objects and events in its domain stored in its database.

For example, Schank’s SAM system makes use of frame-like data structures called scripts, which represent stereotyped sequences of events, to understand simple stories. It assumes that the events being described will fit (roughly) into one of the scripts in its knowledge base, which it then uses to fill in missing pieces in the story. The GUS system (Bobrow et al. 1977) is an experimental, frame-based travel consultant, engaging in dialogue to help a person schedule an air trip.

The important common element in all of these systems is that the existence of prototyped frames makes it possible to use expectations about the usual properties of known concepts and about what typically happens in a variety of familiar situations to help understand language. When a sentence or phrase is input that is ambiguous or underspecified, it can be compared to a description of what would be expected based on the prototype. Assumptions can be made about what was meant, if there is a plausible fit to the expectation. This expectation-driven processing seems to be an important aspect of the human use of language, where incomplete or ungrammatical sentences can be understood in appropriate contexts.

Investigation of script- and frame-based systems is the most active area of AI research in natural language understanding at the present time. Recent systems expand the domain of expectations used in processing language beyond those involving typical objects and events to include those based on how people use plans to achieve goals (Schank and Abelson 1977; Wilensky 1979) and on the rules people seem to follow in a dialogue (Cohen and Perlmutter 1979; Grosz 1979; Kaplan 1978; Robinson et al. 1980). The current state of the art in operational (non-experimental) NL systems is exemplified by ROBOT (Harris 1979), LIFER (Hendrix 1977), and PHILDAQ (Landsbergen 1976).
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1st International Conference on Robot Vision and Sensory Controls

Stratford-upon-Avon, U.K.
April 1-3, 1981

This First International Conference on Robot Vision and Sensory Controls will disseminate the state-of-the-art to an international audience. It will aim to integrate industrial needs and research solutions and act as a catalyst for the industrial exploitation of advanced robot systems during the early 1980's.

Papers will be presented in the following categories:

- vision systems
- optical recognition
- fibre optics
- optics design
- imaging systems
- optical transformation techniques
- sensor design
- applied pattern recognition techniques
- software for robot vision
- tactile sensing systems
- environmental feedback
- voice communication
- industrial applications
- development trends
- social implications

Sponsored & Organized by:

IFS (Conference) Ltd., UK
35-39 High Street
Kempston, Bedford MK42 7BT England

With Participating Sponsors:

University of Hull, UK
British Pattern Recognition Associates, UK
British Robot Association, UK
Production Engineering Research Association, UK
Institute for Production Automation, Germany
Society of Manufacturing Engineers, USA